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INTRODUCTION 
	 Angeles Emeralds is an association of patients, advocates, business owners and other thoughtful 
stakeholders advocating for responsible cannabis policy with a particular focus on:

	 1) Protecting our children

	 2) Developing a pathway to licensure for existing responsible operators

	 3) Environmentally responsible sun grown cultivation

	 4) Social and Health equity


	 Jonatan Cvetko is the Co-Founder of Angeles Emeralds is a member of the LA County Office of 
Cannabis Management Cannabis Advisory Working Group and serves in other advisory roles with other 
jurisdictions.  He has organized county wide policy seminars and workshops for local electeds and staff, with 
a goal to build bridges between the industry and the community, around responsible cannabis policies that 
benefit both.  He is a life long resident of the South Bay (38 years) where he currently resides with his fiancé 
and Co-Founder of Angeles Emeralds, Mikael Long. 

	 

	 His expertise is in responsible Cannabis & CBD policy, from the passing of Prop 64 to the current 
process of implementing local regulations.  Most recently he built a coalition of approximately 50 LA County 
cities including all of the South Bay Cities as well as the LA County Board of Supervisors to defeat AB 228 
which sought to allow the sale of untested and unregulated CBD products. Earlier this year Angeles Emeralds 
held a 4 part, 15 hours total, workshop series lead by him, on responsible cannabis policy with the South Bay 
Cities Council of Governments, where the concern on CBD products was first identified. 


	 He understands that the topic of Cannabis and more recently CBD can be complex and nuanced, and 
hopes to better explain those complexities as well as recommend responsible regulations which prioritize 
public health and safety.


	 Please consider the following information and implement the following two responsible 
recommendations, prioritizing public health and safety.


RESPONSIBLE POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS PRIORITIZING PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

1) Ban all Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD products

2) Maintain Ban on Outside Cannabis Delivery Services and Ban POS/Kiosk Transactions
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CBD: HEMP VS CANNABIS  
	 Cannabidiol (more commonly known as CBD) is one of 114 known unique cannabinoids that is 
produced by both Hemp and Cannabis Plants.  Similarly, tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), is also produced by 
both Hemp and Cannabis Plants.


	 The Federal Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 legally defined Hemp in “Sec. 297A. Definitions”


‘‘(1) HEMP.—The term ‘hemp’ means the plant Cannabis sativa L. and any part of that plant, including the 
seeds thereof and all derivatives, extracts, cannabinoids, isomers, acids, salts, and salts of isomers, whether 
growing or not, with a delta- 9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not more than 0.3 per- cent on a dry 
weight basis. 


	 Both hemp and cannabis are varieties that belong to the same genus and species known as Cannabis 
Sativa, and are legally distinguished only by their content of THC.  Hemp not having more than 0.3%. 


	 In California, Cannabis sourced CBD products are required to pass many safety tests including 
pesticides, heavy metals, microbial and more.   Hemp sourced CBD products remain unregulated by both 
Federal and State, both of which currently maintain a ban against Hemp sourced CBD from being added to 
food.  


	 It is also important to point out that savvy entrepreneurs are activity looking to source CBD by other 
means, either synthetically or more recently through other plants.  Such as a process where the lichen of an 
invasive evergreen species in South Asia is introduced to a citrus peel such as oranges.  The process claims 
to produce a CBD molecule that consistently tests at 99.7-99.9%.


	 For the sake of this document, going forward we will be distinguishing CBD between two groups:


	 1) Cannabis Sourced CBD


	 2) Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD 


	 The lack of safety testing requirements or any regulatory oversight of Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD is 
the primary reason and need in recommending the Local Public Health and Safety Regulations.
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Cannabis  

• Produces Both CBD & THC 
• Legally Distinguished by 

producing MORE than 0.3%THC 
• Requires Safety Testing          

(Not a Public Health Risk)

Hemp 

• Produces Both CBD & THC 
• Legally Distinguished by 

producing LESS than 0.3%THC 
• No Safety Testing                    

(Public Health Risk)

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/115/hr2
https://timesofcbd.com/citrus-cbd/
https://timesofcbd.com/citrus-cbd/


RECOMMENDATION #1: BAN ALL NON-CANNABIS SOURCED CBD 

1. PUBLIC HEALTH THREAT 
	 

	 


CBD, regardless of its 
source (Cannabis 
Sourced and Non-
Cannabis Sourced, is the 
exact same molecule.  
However, only Cannabis 
Sourced CBD products 
have safety testing 
regulatory oversight.  
Non-Cannabis Sourced 
CBD products cannot 
guarantee their purity or 
lack of any toxic 
contaminants.   As noted 
in the chart below, the 
comparison of various 
safety testing 
requirements.  


Reasons: 
1 Public Health Threat, no safety testing required (linked to recent crisis of vaping deaths) 

2 Prohibited by Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

3 Prohibited by California Department of Public Health

4 Prohibited by Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 

5 Coalition of Cities Successfully Opposed AB 228

6 Unregulated and Unsafe CBD is infiltrating Cities

7 No minimum Age Restrictions

8 Limit City Liability

9 Reduces City Tax Revenues 

10 CBD shops can be fronts of Illegal Cannabis Activities
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News Reports of CBD Dangers 

Exhibit A: 

      Date: 	   April 5, 2019

	 

      Source: 	   Business Insider

	 

      Report:       A California company tested 20 popular CBD 	
	               products and found “insanely high levels” of 	
	 	    dangerous chemical and misleading labels.

	 

      Summary: “Most CBD products actually contain very little 
	               CBD, a blind analysis of 20 CBD products           
	 	   conducted by CannaSafe Laboratories, a 	 	
	       	   California cannabis testing company, found.  	
	  	   On top of that, the analysis found that may of 	
	 	   the tested products - which included vape 	
	 	   cartridges, beverages, candies, and creams - 	
	 	   contained dangerous gases like ethylene       	
	 	   oxide and ethanol that are especially harmful          
	 	   when heated and inhaled.  The result of the     
	 	   study were shared exclusively with Business   
	 	   Insider.  It found that out of the 20 popular     	
	               products tested, only three actually matched   
	 	   what the labels claimed.”  


Exhibit B: 
      Date: 	   Sept. 16, 2019


      Source:  	    Associated Press


      Report: 	    Some CBD vapes contain street drug                
	                instead of the real thing.


      Summary:    “The results of AP’s lab testing echo 	
	 	     what authorities have found, 	 	
	 	     according to a survey of law 	 	
	 	     enforcement agencies in all 50 states. 	
	 	    At least 128 samples out of more than 	
	 	    350 tested by government labs in nine 	
	 	    states, nearly all in the South, had 		
	 	    synthetic marijuana in products 	 	
	  	    marketed as CBD.  Gummy bears and 	
	 	    other edibles accounted for 36 of the 	
	 	    hits, while nearly all others were vape 

	 	    products. Mississippi authorities also 

	 	    found fentanyl, the powerful opioid 

	 	    involved in about 30,000 overdose

	 	    deaths last year.”
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Photo of 19 year old Jay Jenkins who suffered 
acute respiratory failure and drifted into a coma, 
after he says he vaped a product labeled as CBD



Exhibit C: 
      Date: 	     October 20, 2019

      

      Source:          LA Times

	 

      Report: 	      Illegal vapes traced to California woman who was CBD pioneer 


      Summary:     Some of the people rushing to emergency rooms thought the CBD vape they inhaled would 		
	 	      help like a gentle medicine. Others puffed it for fun. What the vapors delivered instead was 	 	
	 	      a jolt of synthetic marijuana, and with it an intense high of hallucinations and even seizures. 

	 	      More than 50 people around Salt Lake City had been poisoned by the time the outbreak 	 	
	 	      ended early last year, most by a vape called Yolo! — the acronym for “you only live once.” 


	 	      In the end, it wasn’t the synthetic marijuana compound in Yolo from Utah that caught up 	 	
	 	      with Thompson. It was another kind of synthetic added to different brands. 

	 	      By the time of the Utah poisonings, vapes labeled as Black Magic and Black Diamond had 	 	
sickened more than 40 people in North Carolina, including high school students and military service 
members. Investigators were able to connect Thompson to that outbreak in part based on a guilty plea from 
the distributor of the spiked vapes, who said a woman that authorities identified as Thompson supplied the 
liquid that went into them. 


U.S. Attorney Geoffrey Berman called Thompson a “drug trafficker” who used JK Wholesale to distribute 
“massive quantities” of synthetic marijuana as far back as 2014. She faces up to 40 years in prison. 
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2. PROHIBITED BY FEDERAL FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION (FDA) 
See EXHIBIT D 

	 On December 20, 2018, Shortly after the passing of the Federal Agricultural Improvement Act of 2018, 
the FDA issued a document titled : Statement from FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, M.D., on signing of 
the Agriculture Improvement Act and the agency’s regulation of products containing cannabis and 
cannabis-derived compounds. 

	 

	 The following is an excerpt from that statement:  

“Additionally, it’s unlawful under the FD&C Act to introduce food containing added CBD or THC 
into interstate commerce, or to market CBD or THC products as, or in, dietary supplements, regardless 
of whether the substances are hemp-derived. This is because both CBD and THC are active 
ingredients in FDA-approved drugs and were the subject of substantial clinical investigations before 
they were marketed as foods or dietary supplements. Under the FD&C Act, it’s illegal to introduce drug 
ingredients like these into the food supply, or to market them as dietary supplements. This is a 
requirement that we apply across the board to food products that contain substances that are active 
ingredients in any drug.” 

	 Currently the FDA is issuing warning letters as their first enforcement approach.  You can find a full 
listing of all the warning letters the FDA has sent here:  FDA CBD Warning Letters 


3. PROHIBITED BY CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
See EXHIBIT E 

	 On July 6, 2018, months prior to the passing of the Federal Farm Bill, the California Department of 
Public Health issue our a document titled: FAQ - Industrial Hemp and Cannabidiol (CBD) in Food Products.  


	 The following is an excerpt from that document (You can find the document in the attached Exhibits):

	 

	 “Therefore, although California currently allows the manufacturing and sales of cannabis 
products (including edibles), the use of industrial hemp as the source of CBD to be added to food 
products is prohibited. Until the FDA rules that industrial hemp-derived CBD oil and CBD products can 
be used as a food or California makes a determination that they are safe to use for human and animal 
consumption, CBD products are not an approved food, food ingredient, food additive, or dietary 
supplement. 

	 This statement was necessary in order to clear up the confusion regarding if legal cannabis retailers 
could also sell foods infused with Hemp CBD.  Neither they, nor any retailer is allowed to do so.  Though 
admittedly enforcement efforts have been lax due to the heavy confusion.  The lack of enforcement and 
understanding on the issue seems to have played a role in the vaping crisis as noted previously.   


4. PROHIBITED BY LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
See EXHIBIT F 

	 The Los Angeles County department of Public Health-Environmental Health Division (DPH-EH) serves 
as the local enforcement agency for 85 cities within the County of Los Angeles, for food additives.  In a 
document titled Industrial Hemp Derived Products the clarified the issue of Hemp CBD.


	 CDPH-FDB PROHIBITS the following ingredients from being added to food: 
- Cannabidiol (CBD) oil derived from industrial hemp 
- CBD products derived from industrial hemp 
- Industrial hemp oil that is not derived from industrial hemp seeds 
- Industrial hemp seed oil that has been enhanced with CBD or other cannabinoids 
- CBD products derived from cannabis 
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https://www.fda.gov/news-events/public-health-focus/warning-letters-and-test-results-cannabidiol-related-products


The document further outlines enforcement actions including points deductions on inspection reports.  
You can read more about it in the attached Exhibit.


  
5. COALITION OF CITIES SUCCESSFULLY OPPOSED AB 228 

	 In March of 2019, AB 228 was introduced seeking the allowance of Hemp Sourced CBD into the food 
supply without any requirements of safety testing regulations.  This bill was sponsored and supported by The 
California Hemp Council, various Hemp Brands, California Grocers Association and other retailers all looking 
to profit from a new trend without concern to public health.


	 Angeles Emeralds spearheaded the fight against this bill forming a large coalition matching the mutual 
concerns of the licensed cannabis industry, drug prevention organizations, and local jurisdictions including 
various LA County Cities as well as the LA County Board of Supervisors.  Together we argued for an 
amendment requiring Hemp CBD products be tested the same as Cannabis CBD products.  Regrettably, the 
author of the bill and its supporters refused to amend the bill accordingly, and thankfully the bill lost support 
and was held in committee killing any chance of its passing in 2019.


	 It is important for local jurisdictions to take note of these efforts prevented Hemp sourced CBD 
products from entering the food supply chain.  In order to prohibit all types of Non-Cannabis CBD products 

and preempt any future actions of allowing the sale of unregulated Non-
Cannabis Sourced CBD products, local jurisdictions should institute a 
ban against the sales of all Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD products.  

You can see the full letters located in the attached Exhibits G, H, I  
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6. UNREGULATED AND UNSAFE CBD IS INFILTRATING CITIES 

	 Since the passing of The Federal Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018, Non-cananbis source CBD 
products have flooded the market.  Everyone from CVS to Walgreens to Simon’s Malls were committing to 
retail these products.  As such many local retailers from food vendors to smoke shops started to sell these 
products.  Thr products range from topicals such as lotions, to infused gummies/canndies, juices, foods, and 
most alarmingly hemp flower and and hemp joints/cigarettes which are indistinguishable from cannabis .  


	 As has been proven in multiple news articles such as the one presented previously, without regulatory 
oversight, the majority of these products are proving at best to be expensive snake oil by not containing the 
labeled dosage of CBD, to at worst containing toxic components that can kill people as we are seeing with 
the CBD vaping products.


	 Below are some examples of these products
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Hemp CBD Flower - $20 
Hemp CBD Joint - $4.99 

Smoke Shop  
2515 W Carson St 
Unit 102
Torrance, CA  90503

CBD Water $5.99 
Vs Regular Water $.59 

7 Eleven 
152 Pine Ave 
Long Beach, CA  90802 

CBD Vendor 

Farmer’s Market 
Redondo Beach, CA

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/03/21/cbd-products-go-sale-select-cvs-stores-eight-states/3241379002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/03/21/cbd-products-go-sale-select-cvs-stores-eight-states/3241379002/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bencurren/2019/04/01/cvs-and-walgreens-bet-on-cannabis-testing-the-market-and-responding-to-consumer-demand-for-cbd/%23776af01749f1
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/11/simon-the-biggest-mall-owner-in-the-us-plans-to-open-108-cbd-shops.html
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Various CBD Products 

Vitamin Shoppe 
Torrance, CA

CBD Juices 

Kreation 
El Segundo, CA

CBD Creams $75-$189 

Lazy Acres 
Hermosa Beach, CA

CBD TEA and Oils 

Great Earth Vitamins 
Torrance, CA

Various CBD Products 

Fox Pharmacy 
Torrance, CA
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CBD Vape Cartridges 
$35 

Smoke Shop 
18230 Praire Ave. 
Torrance, CA 90504

CBD Hemp Cigarettes 
$17 

Bulldog Smoke Shop 
800 S PCH 
Redondo Beach, CA  
90277



7. NO MINIMUM AGE RESTRICTIONS 

	 Hemp CBD products have no 
minimum age restrictions.  Unlike 
Tobacco which The United States 
recently raised the official tobacco 
buying age to 21.   This means a minor 
such as 12 year old, even a 19 year 
old, is not legally prevented from 
purchasing Hemp CBD joints, 
cigarettes, vaping pods, etc.  This 
loophole presents a clear public health 
risk.  This can be resolved in part, 
through a local ban on all Non-
Cannabis Sourced CBD products. 


It is important to note that most HEMP 
CBD products contain THC.  Without 
regulatory oversight we can’t guarantee 
that the THC concentrations aren’t 
above the legal limit.  Additionally, 
these products can be concentrated to 
distill higher quantities of THC.


8. LIMIT LIABILITY 

	 Local jurisdictions need to consider the liabilities of allowing Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD products.  
Should a resident become sick from these unregulated products which have been permitted for sale by the 
jurisdiction, it would not be unreasonable to assume the jurisdiction would be culpable in the harm caused by 
these products.  The dangers of CBD vaping cartridges has been well documented as noted previously.


	 More recently, class action lawsuits have been brought against the largest of Hemp Sourced CBD 
manufacturers, Charlotte’s Web and Infinite Product Co., for false advertising claims which are against FDA 
regulations.  Once again it would not be unreasonable to assume that at some point jurisdictions which 
permits the sales of these products could be targets of lawsuits.


	 Lastly, we must remember that most Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD products contain THC.  This is a 
fact most consumers are not aware of.  They make the assumption that because they can purchase these 
products they are perfectly legal and safe, only to find out through employment drug test that they failed the 
THC screening, loosing their job.  For similar reasons, the Department of Defense has forbidden all troops 
from using CBD products.

	 

	 Until Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD products are officially regulated and have the necessary safety 
regulations, local jurisdictions would be wise to ban the sales of these products to protect public health and 
limit their own liabilities.  


9.  REDUCES CITY TAX REVENUES 

	 Local jurisdictions which have decided to license legal cannabis activities typically do so with the 
benefit of additional local tax revenues derived from their sales.  Should the same jurisdiction permit the sale 
of Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD products, the products typically do not have the same taxes and as such can 
unfairly compete with the licensed legal cannabis sourced CBD products.  The tax difference could impact 
City Tax Revenue Collection as consumers are likely to choose the lower priced unregulated Non-Cannabis 
Sourced CBD products.  
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https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/27/health/us-tobacco-age-21-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/27/health/us-tobacco-age-21-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/27/health/us-tobacco-age-21-trnd/index.html
http://www.apple.com
https://www.nutraingredients-usa.com/Article/2019/12/03/Two-CBD-firms-hit-with-class-action-lawsuits%23
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/08/21/defense-department-officials-all-cbd-products-forbidden-troops.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/08/21/defense-department-officials-all-cbd-products-forbidden-troops.html


10. CBD SHOPS CAN BE FRONTS OF ILLEGAL CANNABIS ACTIVITIES 

	 Once again the lack of regulation of Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD Products has led to Retailers and 
Weedmaps exploiting a loophole to allow for retail sales of illegal cannabis.   After much pressure from the 
state and from the licensed cannabis industry’s support of AB 1417, which sought to punish any platform that 
allowed the advertising of illegal cannabis activities, WeedMaps volunteered to stop advertising unlicensed 
cannabis retailers.  In turn WeedMaps has now provided the opportunity for CBD retailers to list themselves 
on the service.  

	 

	 The illegal cannabis shops are now advertising themselves as CBD shops.  Since CBD shops remain 
unregulated, it becomes difficult for enforcement efforts to shut down seemingly legal CBD shops.  Evidence 
of the proliferation of these shops can easily been seen on WeedMaps.
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	 Furthermore, those CBD shops are now beginning to combine their previous covers of being 
“Churches” all in attempts to circumvent and enforcement efforts.  As seen below, a retailer in Redondo 
Beach lists themselves as a CBD Church and lists is previous products on a menu now as “CBD” versions.  


	 This reason along with all the others goes to show why it is important for local jurisdictions to ban the 
sales of all Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD products.
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RECOMMENDATION #2: MAINTAIN BAN ON OUTSIDE CANNABIS 
DELIVERY SERVICES AND BAN POS/KIOSK TRANSACTIONS 

Outside Delivery Uses CBD Shops as a loophole 
	 

	 Prop 64’s Chapter 20 Local Control states:


	 “This division shall not be interpreted to supersede or limit the authority of a local jurisdiction to 
adopt and enforce local ordinances to regulate businesses licensed under this division, including, but 
not limited to, local zoning and land use requirements….” 

January 2019, The Bureau of Cannabis Control (BCC) released it final regulations.  With regards to 
delivery it states the following in Section 5416(d):

	 

	 “A Delivery employee may deliver to any jurisdiction within the State of California…” 

The BCC’s regulations allowing cannabis delivery in any jurisdictions whether banned or not seems to 
be in clear contradiction with the language of Prop 64.   This has now become the basis of a lawsuit filed on 
behalf of multiple jurisdictions.  More information about the lawsuit can be found at SIMPLCA.COM


SIMPL Litigants

The formation of the Safe Implementation of 
Marijuana Policy for Local Government 
(SIMPL) coalition is a direct response to this 
broken promise to California voters. SIMPL 
is not pro- or anti-cannabis. The goal of SIMPL 
and its lawsuit against the BCC is to restore the 
will of the voters who supported Proposition 64 
because it included complete and absolute local 
authority over commercial cannabis activities. 


The following members are part of the SIMPL coalition: City of Agoura Hills, City of Angels Camp, City of 
Arcadia, City of Atwater, City of Beverly Hills, City of Ceres, City of Clovis, City of Covina, City of Dixon, City 
of Downey, City of McFarland, City of Newman, City of Oakdale, City of Palmdale, City of Patterson, City of 
Riverbank, City of Riverside, City of San Pablo, City of Sonora, City of Tehachapi, City of Temecula, City of 
Tracy, City of Turlock, City of Vacaville, and the County of Santa Cruz. The SIMPL coalition is supported by 
the City of Fort Jones, the City of Wasco, and the County of Mariposa.


	 


	 


Reasons:

1 Outside Delivery Uses CBD Shops as a loophole

2 POS/Kiosks provide loopholes for transactions 
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http://SIMPLCA.COM


	 

	 


	 The BCC’s regulation currently allows for THC sales to be transacted in jurisdictions with bans in 
place.  The loophole is exploited through the popularity of CBD shops and Cannabis Delivery services.  Most 
notably in the city of Beverly Hills.   Even though Beverly Hills maintains a ban on commercial cannabis 
operations, the Barney’s Store has decided to open a CBD shop which also displays THC products.  Those 
products in turn can be ordered through and iPad sitting next to them and delivered from an outside delivery 
service.  Effectively becoming a loophole to sell THC products, side stepping the current ban.  This was 
detailed in both an LA Times and Forbes articles both of which have been attached as well. 

Exhibit J & K 
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POS/Kiosks provide loopholes for transactions  

	 Recently it was reported that Cannabis Delivery Services are providing Kiosks as points of sales 
terminals, in jurisdictions which maintain a ban on legal cannabis sales.  They are locating these kiosks in so 
called CBD shops, Pop Up Shops, Smoke Shops, and more.  


	 It is highly recommended that Kiosk/POS terminal are prohibited from being used to assist in the 
transaction of both outside cannabis as well as Non-Cannabis Sourced CBD products.
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https://www.ocregister.com/2020/01/06/a-santa-ana-cannabis-shop-says-its-new-business-model-beats-bans-in-other-cities/
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EXAMPLES OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS REGULATIONS 
THOUSAND OAKS  
Date of Adoption: 9/24/2019

Summary: This Urgency ordinance places a temporary moratorium on all permits, licenses, approvals or 
entitlements relating to applications for the cultivation, processing, drying, storing, and manufacturing of 
industrial hemp as well as the non-incidental retail sale or products derived in any part from industrial hemp. 
Moratorium on Sales and otherwise. Download Ordinance 


11/5/2019 - Moratorium extended for 10 months and 15 days Download Ordinance 


MOORPARK 
Date of Adoption: 12/18/2019

Summary: This ordinance places a moratorium on all industrial hemp activities including cultivation, 
manufacturing, testing, retail sale, and storing of industrial hemp.  The moratorium is in place through 
February 1, 2020, unless otherwise extended by Council.  Download Ordinance


HANFORD 
Date of Adoption: 5/7/2019

Summary: This Urgency ordinance restricts cultivation and manufacturing of industrial hemp and CBD in all 
zoning districts within Hanford for 45 days from the date of adoption. Download Ordinance


7/16/2019: This ordinance establishes a temporary moratorium on the cultivation and manufacturing of 
industrial hemp and the manufacturing and sale of products derived from industrial hemp. Download 
Ordinance


8/20/2019: The purpose of this urgency ordinance is to extend Interim Urgency Ordinance 19-08 which 
established a temporary moratorium on the cultivation and manufacturing of industrial hemp and the 
manufacturing and sale of products derived from industrial hemp. Download Ordinance 


FARMERSVILLE 
Date of Adoption: 11/12/2019

Summary: This Urgency Ordinance declares a moratorium on the cultivation, processing, drying, storing, and 
manufacturing of industrial hemp, as well as the non-incidental retail sale of products derived from industrial 
hemp.  Download Ordinance


LYNWOOD 
Date of Adoption: 8/8/2019

Summary: This urgency ordinance establishes a temporary 45-day moratorium on the establishment and 
operation of commercial industrial hemp cannabidiol activities.  Download Ordinance


HUMBOLDT 
Date of Adoption: 4/2/2019

Summary: This Ordinance places a temporary moratorium on the cultivation of industrial hemp and takes 
immediate effect. The moratorium expires in 45 days from the date of adoption, unless extended by the 
Board.   Download Ordinance


5/21/2019:  This Ordinance places a temporary moratorium on the cultivation of industrial hemp.  Download 
Ordinance


6/25/2019: This Ordinance extends the temporary moratorium on the cultivation of industrial hemp for six 
months. Unless extended by the County, the moratorium will expire December 25, 2019.  Download 
Ordinance


12/10/2019: This Ordinance extends, for 1 year, the moratorium on industrial hemp cultivation and 
acceptance of applications for industrial hemp cultivation. Download Ordinance 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NK-T3jAGxqUjUU9LIZqzA1Euzcfocpao
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-QSfUiKGIA5LKIR7pwVxnqzCwQzD4j4h
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xrldudhqVXSn6lF4FJWdO0AYXWS5QAZ7
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17qEUhWSOrZggrmlbpVlU-0iDgwnAGInl
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwuJoRmnwGCyMCh5NRk0TGismTSfJ7tf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwuJoRmnwGCyMCh5NRk0TGismTSfJ7tf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WpQDv9seyC8SfmsD8yirq_NZ8HXx-1Pu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QPbprazwAIY3EH_Tg0aBb1cvwHoU5Sp5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XB3cssruyAR8D6gv-G9E-N51L0QSSQvz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15jBFPX7X2mS7egkkhA7qITz71-X2mBTN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VTGoaLNl7PHApuxZR3OWPA_FmzWVV9JY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VTGoaLNl7PHApuxZR3OWPA_FmzWVV9JY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-YT06bNLFO8WpTfbYBaulzeRvp_ADuZq
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FORTUNA 
Date of Adoption: 6/7/2019

Summary: This Interim Urgency Ordinance imposes a temporary moratorium on the cultivation of industrial 
hemp.  Cites public health concerns and difficulty in distinguishing between hemp and cannabis.  Download 
Ordinance 


BLUE LAKE 
Date of Adoption: 6/25/2019

Summary: This Ordinance places a 45-day moratorium on the cultivation of industrial hemp and takes 
immediate effect.  Cites public health concerns and establishes penalties. Download Ordinance 


9/5/2019: This Urgency Ordinance extends the temporary moratorium on the cultivation of industrial hemp. 
This moratorium extension ordinance shall be of no further force or effect upon the expiration of nine months 
from the date of adoption, unless extended.  Download Ordinance 


SUMMARY 
For all the reasons listed above, it is highly recommended to prioritize public health and safety by 
implementing the following two recommendations of responsible regulations.


Jonatan Cvetko

Co-Founder 

Angeles Emeralds


RESPONSIBLE POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS PRIORITIZING PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

1) Ban all Non- Cannabis Sourced CBD products

2) Maintain Ban on Outside Cannabis Delivery Services and Ban POS/Kiosk Transactions
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A California company tested 20
popular CBD products and found
'insanely high levels' of dangerous
chemicals and misleading labels
Jeremy Berke

Just three of them, or 15%, actually contained what the labels said,
the study found. The results were shared exclusively with Business
Insider.

It's no secret that CBD is booming.

The nonpsychoactive component of cannabis has shown up in
products from face masks and lotions to cupcakes and infused lattes.
And some CBD brands have even signed deals with mainstream
pharmacies like CVS and Walgreens to sell CBD topicals on shelves.

Analysts at the investment bank Cowen expect the CBD market to
grow from about $1 billion today to more than $16 billion by 2025.

There's just one problem: Most CBD products actually contain very
little CBD, a blind analysis of 20 CBD products conducted by
CannaSafe Laboratories, a California cannabis-testing company,
found.

Read more: The FDA is putting together a group of experts to figure
out how to handle the $1 billion CBD industry

https://www.businessinsider.com/study-cbd-products-are-mislabeled-and-contain-dangerous-chemicals-2019-4 4/25/19, 2@35 PM
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On top of that, the analysis found that many of the tested products —
which included vape cartridges, beverages, candies, and creams —
contained dangerous gases like ethylene oxide and ethanol that are
especially harmful when heated and inhaled.

The results of the study were shared exclusively with Business Insider.
It found that out of the 20 popular products tested, only three actually
matched what the labels claimed. The Daily Dose syringe and the CBD
Softgels were considered passing because they were within the
margin of error for the test.

The tests were conducted blindly for accuracy, and the names of the
manufacturers weren't reported.

https://www.businessinsider.com/study-cbd-products-are-mislabeled-and-contain-dangerous-chemicals-2019-4 4/25/19, 2@35 PM
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Shayanne Gal/Business Insider

"The results were a little bit worse than I expected," Aaron Riley, the
CEO of CannaSafe, said in an interview with Business Insider. "I
expected to see like 20% to 30% pass, but it wasn't, like, a total
shocker."

Based in Van Nuys, California, CannaSafe uses state-of-the-art

https://www.businessinsider.com/study-cbd-products-are-mislabeled-and-contain-dangerous-chemicals-2019-4 4/25/19, 2@35 PM
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chromatographs to test cannabis products for things like potency,
pesticides, heavy metals, and assorted microbes on behalf of what
Riley said is over 700 clients, mostly smaller cannabis brands.

Riley said some of the tested products had "insanely high levels" of
solvents that are particularly dangerous when vaporized and inhaled.

Only about one-eighth of the California market is compliant with
regulations, according to Riley. Within that subset, the failure rate is
low, with about 5% or 6% of products failing, Riley said.

But things are steadily improving. Riley said that since his company
started testing cannabis products in 2017, the failure rate had dropped
dramatically from about 70% percent.

While California's Bureau of Cannabis Control earlier this year rolled
out regulations around what is and isn't allowed in cannabis products
— and has mandated that products be tested in certified labs — CBD
is still in a legal gray area at the federal level.

"I'd say the regulations have been very effective in terms of mitigating
risk and harm for consumers," Riley said. "I think we're going to see
that kind of across the board. And probably in two or three years, it's
going to be even lower than that."

Testing products at CannaSafe's laboratory.

Courtesy of CannaSafe

'They just see dollar signs'

The problems with these products highlight the challenges of creating
supply chains to meet the huge appetite for a product that was illegal

https://www.businessinsider.com/study-cbd-products-are-mislabeled-and-contain-dangerous-chemicals-2019-4 4/25/19, 2@35 PM
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just months ago.

After California introduced testing regulations earlier this year, a report
from the industry website Leafly said that test results of Chinese-
made vapes were showing they often contained lead, which leaches
into the cannabis oil and then into the consumer's bloodstream. These
products simply weren't being rigorously tested before, the report
said.

And in other states, like Oregon, audits have found that laboratory
testing standards were often inadequate, exposing consumers of
medical and recreational cannabis to harmful pesticides, a risk
compounded when the product is combusted and inhaled.

Read more: Wall Street thinks the $1 billion market for CBD could
explode to $16 billion by 2025

To Riley, the quality of the operators — and thus the product — boils
down to experience.

"There's all these people that are running towards this industry — they
just see dollar signs or whatever," Riley said. "You have a very, very
fast-growing economy."

The most successful operators, Riley said, come from "correlating
industries," like agricultural management, and have experience
growing large amounts of crops safely, rather than just "growing weed
in their garage."

Illicit or "black market" cannabis products still use lots of pesticides —
it's cheaper and easier than growing cannabis in a safer way, and

https://www.businessinsider.com/study-cbd-products-are-mislabeled-and-contain-dangerous-chemicals-2019-4 4/25/19, 2@35 PM
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there's no incentive to test illegal products.

CBD entrepreneurs welcome more regulation
and clarity

Some CBD brands have said they would welcome more regulatory
clarity from the federal government.

Since Congress passed last year's farm bill, which legalized hemp,
many in the industry thought it would be legal to infuse products with
hemp-derived CBD. But health departments in some states, including
New York, have forced retailers and restaurants to pull food products
with CBD off their shelves.

The Food and Drug Administration's outgoing commissioner, Scott
Gottlieb, has formed a working group to "explore potential pathways"
for dietary supplements and CBD-infused food products to be
"conventionally marketed."

The FDA is holding a public hearing on the issue in May. The core
challenge is whether CBD is a drug and should thus be regulated and
sold like a pharmaceutical, or whether it can be considered a food
additive or supplement and sold on store shelves.

CBD's existence in a gray area federally "isn't good for the industry or
consumers," said Kerrigan Behrens, a former investment banker who's
the cofounder and chief marketing officer of Sagely Naturals, a CBD
company in Los Angeles.

"We hold ourselves to the same standards as any other" over-the-
counter product, Behrens said. "Lots of brands aren't doing that."

https://www.businessinsider.com/study-cbd-products-are-mislabeled-and-contain-dangerous-chemicals-2019-4 4/25/19, 2@35 PM
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Peter Horvath, the CEO of Green Growth Brands, a cannabis company
that owns a branded line of CBD products distributed in traditional
retailers like DSW and the Simon Property Group, said in a previous
interview that more stringent regulation on the FDA's part would hurt
competitors.

"If the FDA came down hard, our competitors would be sitting on
inventory they couldn't sell," Horvath said. "If I'm being malicious, I
hope they come down hard."

https://www.businessinsider.com/study-cbd-products-are-mislabeled-and-contain-dangerous-chemicals-2019-4 4/25/19, 2@35 PM
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Some CBD vapes contain
street drug instead of the real
thing

Jay Jenkins says he hesitated when a buddy suggested
they vape CBD.

“It’ll relax you,” the friend assured.

The vapor that Jenkins inhaled didn’t relax him. After two
puffs, he ended up in a coma.
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That’s because what he was vaping didn’t have any CBD,
the suddenly popular compound extracted from the
cannabis plant that marketers say can treat a range of
ailments without getting users high. Instead, the oil was
spiked with a powerful street drug.

Some operators are cashing in on the CBD craze by
substituting cheap and illegal synthetic marijuana for natural
CBD in vapes and edibles such as gummy bears, an
Associated Press investigation has found.

The practice has sent dozens of people like Jenkins to
emergency rooms over the last two years. Yet people
behind spiked products have operated with impunity, in part
because the business has boomed so fast that regulators
haven’t caught up while drug enforcement agents have
higher priorities.

AP commissioned laboratory testing of the vape oil Jenkins
used plus 29 other vape products sold as CBD around the
country, with a focus on brands that authorities or users
flagged as suspect. Ten of the 30 contained types of
synthetic marijuana — drugs commonly known as K2 or
spice that have no known medical benefits — while others
had no CBD at all.

https://apnews.com/f317c5c9682e4c5cb125d56f9fe6b737
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Among them was Green Machine, a pod compatible with
Juul electronic cigarettes that reporters bought in California,
Florida and Maryland. Four of those seven pods contained
illegal synthetic marijuana, but which chemical varied by
flavor and even location of purchase.

“It’s Russian roulette,” said James Neal-Kababick, director
of Flora Research Laboratories, which tested the products.

Vaping in general has come under increased scrutiny in
recent weeks because hundreds of users have developed
mysterious lung illnesses, and several have died. The AP’s
investigation focused on yet another set of cases, in which
psychoactive chemicals are added to products presented as
CBD.

The results of AP’s lab testing echo what authorities have
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found, according to a survey of law enforcement agencies in
all 50 states. At least 128 samples out of more than 350
tested by government labs in nine states, nearly all in the
South, had synthetic marijuana in products marketed as
CBD. Gummy bears and other edibles accounted for 36 of
the hits, while nearly all others were vape products.
Mississippi authorities also found fentanyl, the powerful
opioid involved in about 30,000 overdose deaths last year.

Reporters then bought brands that law enforcement testing
or online discussions identified as spiked. Because testing
by both authorities and AP focused on suspect products,
the results are not representative of the overall market,
which includes hundreds of products.
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Researchers work at Flora Research Laboratories in Grants
Pass, Ore., on July 18, 2019. (AP Photo/Ted Warren)

“People have started to see the market grow and there are
some fly-by-night companies trying to make a quick buck,”
said Marielle Weintraub, president of the U.S. Hemp
Authority, an industry group that certifies CBD cosmetics
and dietary supplements.

Synthetic marijuana is a concern, according to Weintraub,
but she said the industry has many reputable companies.
When products turn up spiked, the people or companies
behind them often blame counterfeiting or contamination in

https://apnews.com/7b452f4af90b4620ab0ff0eb2cca62cc/gallery/4e4cb96327644769b51bd83e61a3144e
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the supply and distribution chain.

CBD, short for cannabidiol, is one of many chemicals found
in cannabis, a plant known more commonly as marijuana.
Most CBD is made from hemp, a cannabis variety cultivated
for fiber or other uses. Unlike its more famous cousin THC,
cannabidiol doesn’t get users high. Sales of CBD have been
driven in part by unproven claims that it can reduce pain,
calm anxiety, increase focus and even prevent disease.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved one
CBD-based medicine for treating seizures associated with
two rare and severe forms of epilepsy, but says it cannot be
added to food, drinks or dietary supplements. The agency is
now clarifying its regulations, but aside from warning
manufacturers against making unproven health claims, it
has done little to stop the sale of spiked products. That’s
the job of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, but its
agents are focused on opioids and other narcotics.

Now there are CBD candies and beverages, lotions and
creams, and even treats for pets. Suburban yoga studios,
big-name pharmacies and Neiman Marcus department
stores carry beauty products. Kim Kardashian West had a
CBD-themed baby shower.

But it’s hard for consumers to know how much CBD they are
really getting, if any at all. As with many products, federal
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and state regulators rarely test what’s inside — for the most
part, quality control is left to manufacturers.

And there’s a financial incentive to cut corners. One website
advertises synthetic marijuana for as little as $25 per pound
— the same amount of natural CBD costs hundreds or even
thousands of dollars.

___

‘YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE’

Jay Jenkins had just wrapped up his freshman year at The
Citadel, a South Carolina military college, when boredom led
him to try what he thought was CBD.

It was May 2018 and he said his friend bought a cartridge of
blueberry flavored CBD vape oil called Yolo! — the acronym
for “you only live once” — from the 7 to 11 Market, an
austere, white board-and-batten building in Lexington,
South Carolina.

Back in the car, Jenkins tried it first. Things “got hazy,” then
terrifying.

Jenkins said the nerves in his mouth felt like they were
“multiplied by 10.” Vivid images including a circle engulfed
by darkness and filled with colorful triangles filled his mind.
Before he drifted out of consciousness, he realized he
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couldn’t move.

“I thought that I actually was already dead,” Jenkins said.

His friend raced to the hospital where Jenkins suffered
acute respiratory failure and drifted into a coma, his medical
records show.

Jenkins came out of the coma and was released the next
day. Hospital staff sealed the Yolo cartridge in a biohazard
bag and handed it back.

Lab testing AP commissioned this summer found a type of
synthetic marijuana that has been blamed for at least 11
deaths in Europe.

State and federal authorities never identified who made
Yolo, which sickened not just Jenkins but also at least 33
people in Utah.

According to documents filed in a California court by a
former company bookkeeper, a business called Mathco
Health Corporation sold Yolo products to a distributor with
the same address as the 7 to 11 Market where Jenkins
stopped. Two other former employees told AP that Yolo was
a Mathco product.

Mathco CEO Katarina Maloney said in an interview at
company headquarters in Carlsbad, California, that Yolo was
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handled by her former business partner and she did not
want to discuss it.

Maloney also said Mathco does not “engage in the
manufacture, distribution or sale of any illegal products.”
She said the Yolo products in Utah “were not purchased
from us” and the company can’t control what happens to
products once they are shipped. AP-commissioned testing
of two CBD vape cartridges marketed under Maloney’s
Hemp Hookahzz brand found no synthetic marijuana.

As part of an employment complaint filed in court records,
the former bookkeeper said Maloney’s former business
partner, Janell Thompson, was the “exclusive salesperson”
of Yolo. Reached by phone and asked about Yolo,
Thompson hung up.

“If you want to speak with somebody you can talk to my
attorney,” Thompson later texted without providing a name
or contact information.

When a reporter visited the 7 to 11 Market in May, Yolo was
no longer for sale. Asked for something similar, the clerk
suggested a cartridge labeled Funky Monkey and then
turned to a cabinet behind the counter and offered two
unlabeled vials

“These are better. These are the owner’s. This is our top
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seller,” she said, referring to them as 7 to 11 CBD. “These
here, you can only get here.”

Testing showed that all three contained synthetic marijuana.
The store owner did not respond to messages seeking
comment.

___

WHAT’S IN ‘JUNGLE JUICE’?

The people behind spiked vapes leave few clues about who
makes them or what’s inside.

Packaging doesn’t identify the companies and their brands
have little online presence. Newcomers can simply design a
label and outsource production to a wholesaler that deals in
bulk.

The opaque system of manufacturing and distribution
hampers criminal investigations and leaves victims of spiked
products with little recourse.

The AP bought and tested Green Machine pods in flavors
including mint, mango, blueberry and jungle juice. Four of
the seven pods were spiked and only two had CBD higher
than a trace level.

Mint and mango pods bought in downtown Los Angeles
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contained one type of synthetic marijuana. But while mint
and mango pods sold by a vape shop in Maryland were not
spiked, a “jungle juice” flavored pod was. It had yet a
different synthetic marijuana compound — one health
authorities blame for poisoning people in the U.S. and New
Zealand. A blueberry flavored pod sold in Florida also was
spiked.

Green Machine’s packaging says it’s made with industrial
hemp, but there’s no information about who is behind it.

When a reporter returned to CBD Supply MD in a Baltimore
suburb to discuss testing results, co-owner Keith Manley
said he was aware of online chatter that Green Machine
might be spiked. He then had an employee pull all remaining
Green Machine pods from store shelves.

Through interviews and documents, AP tracked Green
Machine pods that reporters bought to a warehouse in
Philadelphia and then a Manhattan smoke shop and the
entrepreneur behind the counter, Rajinder Singh, who said
he is Green Machine’s first distributor.

Singh, who is currently on probation for a federal synthetic
marijuana conviction, said he purchased Green Machine
pods with cash or in exchange for merchandise such as
hookah pipes from a man he knew as “Bob” who drove a
van down from Massachusetts. To substantiate his account,
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he provided a phone number associated with a man who
died in July.

Singh pleaded guilty in 2017 to federal charges he sold a
smokable “potpourri” that he knew contained synthetic
marijuana. He said that experience taught him a lesson and
blamed counterfeit products for the synthetic marijuana
detected in Green Machine.

“100 percent, what you tested is a duplicated product,” he
said.

___

‘EMERGING HAZARD’

The American Association of Poison Control Centers
considers CBD an “emerging hazard” due to the potential
for mislabeling and contamination.

One case last year involved an 8-year-old boy from
Washington who was hospitalized after taking CBD oil his
parents ordered online in hopes it would help his seizures,
according to a case study in the journal Clinical Toxicology
published in May. Instead, synthetic marijuana sent him to
the hospital with symptoms including delirium and a rapid
heart rate.

Other clusters of illnesses happened in Mississippi and
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around military bases in North Carolina.

Labeling of many CBD products has been documented as
inaccurate. A 2017 study in the Journal of the American
Medical Association found 70% of CBD products were
mislabeled. Researchers used an independent lab to test 84
products from 31 companies.

Fake or spiked CBD is enough of a concern that leaders of
the U.S. Hemp Authority industry group developed a
certification program for CBD skin and health products.
Vapes are not covered.

But local and state authorities have limited ability to pursue
problem products to their roots.

After several Georgia high school students passed out from
vaping last year, authorities began scrutinizing local tobacco
shops. One of the CBD vape brands they targeted was
called Magic Puff.

The drug enforcement team in Savannah and surrounding
Chatham County arrested a shop owner and two
employees. But they couldn’t follow the investigation further
because it appeared the products were being manufactured
elsewhere, possibly overseas. The team’s assistant deputy
director, Gene Harley, said they provided a report to federal
drug agents who handle such cases.
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Magic Puff was still on shelves at a Florida store this
summer, and AP testing showed blueberry and strawberry
cartridges contained synthetic marijuana. Preliminary
results also suggested the presence of a toxin produced by
a fungus.

Because CBD is the active ingredient in an FDA-approved
drug, the FDA is responsible for regulating its sale in the
U.S. But if CBD products are found to contain narcotics, the
agency considers the investigation a job for the DEA, an
FDA spokesman said.

The DEA says it is focused on drugs responsible for killing
thousands of Americans like fentanyl and
methamphetamines.

“These are going to be bigger priorities on enforcement,”
DEA spokeswoman Mary Brandenberger said.

Experts such as Michelle Peace, a forensic scientist at
Virginia Commonwealth University who has found synthetic
marijuana in her own testing of CBD vapes, said the federal
government should act quickly to protect the public.

“As long as it remains unregulated like it currently is,” Peace
said, “you just give a really wide space for nefarious activity
to continue.”

___
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Contact AP’s investigative team at Investigative@ap.org.

___

Mohr reported from Carlsbad, California; Panama City,
Florida; and Jackson, Mississippi. Contributing to this report
were Allen Breed in Lexington and Ninety Six, South
Carolina; Juliet Linderman in New York, Philadelphia and
Towson, Maryland; Reese Dunklin in Dallas; Krysta Fauria in
Carlsbad and Los Angeles; Carla K. Johnson in Seattle;
Justin Pritchard in Washington and Los Angeles; Rhonda
Shafner in New York; Ted Warren in Grants Pass, Oregon;
and Mitch Weiss in Lexington, South Carolina.

___

People experiencing problems with a product labeled as
CBD can reach a local poison control center by calling 1-
800-222-1222.
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Illegal vapes traced to California woman who was CBD pioneer

Pierce Prozy of Flora Research Laboratories in Grants Pass, Ore., examines a Yolo brand vape cartridge. (Associated
Press)
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https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAAFlW1tbW251bGwsWzksMjFdXSxbbnVsbCxudWxsLFtudWxsLG51bGwsbnVsbCwiaHR0cHM6Ly9kaXNwbGF5YWRzLWZvcm1hdHMuZ29vZ2xldXNlcmNvbnRlbnQuY29tL2Fkcy9wcmV2aWV3L2NvbnRlbnQuanM_Y2xpZW50PXd0YVx1MDAyNm9iZnVzY2F0ZWRDdXN0b21lcklkPTc1NDEyODE3NjdcdTAwMjZjcmVhdGl2ZUlkPTM0OTIzMjM2MTQ5Nlx1MDAyNnZlcnNpb25JZD0wXHUwMDI2YWRHcm91cENyZWF0aXZlSWQ9MzM4MzM1NjAzNjA3XHUwMDI2aHRtbFBhcmVudElkPXByZXYtMFx1MDAyNmhlaWdodD05MFx1MDAyNndpZHRoPTcyOFx1MDAyNnNpZz1BQ2lWQl96V3BjMU0tQnZWV0x5ekpndmdaVG04eEswOXhRIl1dXV0sWzEsMV1dLHQYeakFH0rlWtDw7rGQdICKV47ptrl-0pgnnwPnCHNieTu0LToDmEdVuCRQCcpH218_HyMvZjYanNRVlkQlMfpvfHJgLSYAhtjjkjoG8q9Uqbg7_DgXglfipdtfPUFIAPcDqQFJhAlN71Z9o1_dXxtR-hIJcO8_9ltzz8UlQuQZ1c_PuqfMd6GHYrLsjiTX0yhm_Zo0DcdejzmbhB0TblRUnRxfzvjfsSDRtuakVSkGsbtbLhG0eFOmVfDbr0BgU7gSeh24cfP3t_zSiQdpmWztyzQaNsZL97CgknmLHaq8K-oIWtb9oBdk6PTQmI7XwKGiQBS2hQvIIEBBU2vEOQ,3GGV1eflwyM9iq098AkVIw&source=display&cbt=_OVRKbXXqnoIl7f-suwJEL7p5okDGJ_YyQMiEmJyaWxsaWFudGVhcnRoLmNvbTIICAUTGJzGDxRCF2NhLXB1Yi0xNDA5NDM3ODg4NzgxNTE4SAVYAnABggEK6I_G9f7_____AagBAQ&cv=https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/pagead/conversion/%253Fai%253DC0mf1qbK8Xc6sEqiKtOUP3qGFsA7A6rz-WZe3_rLsCb_hHhABIK_AtnBgyZb2hsijkBmgAbfy5_0DyAEC4AIAqAMByAMIqgSWAk_QmaZZY-nrH-wgPkWwtUt-0NMHZdQXX654tI0HOmmel-MbiLsgMjphH1bCNxGPAmj8yv_qQD3940-kEpP6RYlLXQK3OOD87MYfdgBnHM2tZdazE927-6x_WKT6WtGB1cX1lO1B6HYJXxdMGBwrO8UyI66vdlUF84FMyWU7penn7f-2fxMsSOAhs1B7ZIULm6Jyt6m8DqlvKecTGzwSH4yjBGXR4OjDZFswWe8Kb59ZKnuNb38UhSsFru81drdWhcfhijhV0U151mZjGghbvu9wDy1r_mxG1F_jcXV-W1DNS5cR6B63xQYGATpV96YDP9tH_MA8bZg3kyuToqln2eZAJCmpKKkivS5FREBdL3l1T9t3JntW4AQBoAYCgAexjZgCqAeOzhuoB9XJG6gHk9gbqAe6BqgH2csbqAfPzBuoB6a-G6gH89EbqAfs1RvYBwHSCAcIgGEQARgdsQlrTD6kKK2x3oAKA9gTAg%2526sigh%253DK46GTIsmLt0%2526cid%253DCAQSLQDwy9IZYV-ENBWTk-KHALTgnvtCA8JQJhCKUTFo1LHbvfr8XUN1nQx_fUWNig
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/pcs/click?xai=AKAOjstZfaFLbXkVYkMBZ7p676xJzvFKTpGfDXfm5rv7EAeg1szSo1052k4gz_4PvjtvscnU9msViXZLrpNv15QKMuuakNN9adb7DTEJb_nR_rXFgBJpJIFqkzMc0nBzE9sWY3ziCHa5gquwYvf0Z7Yc197oy0MdGvMSlmtfi84RF_EGc3hxPcEph_2_k5QjufTK1RZQgTYKgVPTwWyU5z2JE8xqy5DRIf47KNL39A23z9lkq0D2XTkCoC37Z0jx-mylREJmJd-dd0HNwbsw4qEdRQ8&sai=AMfl-YS8IxYOCLkoQGWs2tRDq-Xhfb7GnQPKicNGCiZW9e-Hkc2TEikVOcIeixQW5RKS7pflI3P8iBoyOwBZA3-krpyhHSY2GUMQg9qZjxOG&sig=Cg0ArKJSzPnvhp5JWL0r&adurl=https://expeditions.latimes.com/expeditions/villages-and-vineyards-from-lisbon-to-rome-aboard-oceanias-riviera%253Futm_source%253Dlatimes%2526utm_medium%253Ddigital%2526utm_campaign%253Dexpeditions%2526utm_term%253Doceania
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2019-10-20/california-woman-faces-prison-yolo-vaping-investigation%23
https://www.latimes.com/
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2019-10-20/california-woman-faces-prison-yolo-vaping-investigation%23
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By ASSOCIATED PRESS

OCT. 20, 2019
10:48 PM

CARLSBAD, Calif.  —  Some of the people rushing to emergency rooms thought the CBD vape

they inhaled would help like a gentle medicine. Others puffed it for fun.

What the vapors delivered instead was a jolt of synthetic marijuana, and with it an intense high of

hallucinations and even seizures.

More than 50 people around Salt Lake City had been poisoned by the time the outbreak ended

early last year, most by a vape called Yolo! — the acronym for “you only live once.”

In recent months, hundreds of vape users have developed mysterious lung illnesses, and more

than 30 have died. Yolo was different. Users knew immediately something was wrong.

Who was responsible for Yolo? Public health officials and criminal investigators couldn’t figure

that out. Just as it seemed to appear from nowhere, Yolo faded away with little trace.

As part of an investigation into the illegal spiking of CBD vapes that are not supposed to have any

psychoactive effect at all, the Associated Press sought to understand the story behind Yolo.

The trail led to a Southern California beach town and an entrepreneur whose vaping habit

prompted a career change that took her from Hollywood parties to federal court in Manhattan.

When Janell Thompson moved from Utah to the San Diego area in 2010, the roommate she

found online also vaped. Thompson had a background in financial services and the two decided

to turn their shared interest into a business, founding an e-cigarette company called Hookahzz.

There were early successes. Thompson and her partner handed out Hookahzz products at an

Emmy Awards pre-party, and their CBD vapes were included in Oscar nominee gift bags in 2014.

In a video shot at a trade show, an industry insider described the two women as “the divas of

CBD.”

SUBSCRIBE
4 weeks for only $1

https://www.latimes.com/people/associated-press
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-10-03/vaping-deaths-lung-illness-cdc-faq
https://www.facebook.com/dialog/share?app_id=119932621434123&display=popup&href=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.latimes.com%252Fworld-nation%252Fstory%252F2019-10-20%252Fcalifornia-woman-faces-prison-yolo-vaping-investigation
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.latimes.com%252Fworld-nation%252Fstory%252F2019-10-20%252Fcalifornia-woman-faces-prison-yolo-vaping-investigation&text=Illegal%2520vapes%2520traced%2520to%2520California%2520woman%2520who%2520was%2520CBD%2520pioneer
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2019-10-20/california-woman-faces-prison-yolo-vaping-investigation%23
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2019-10-20/california-woman-faces-prison-yolo-vaping-investigation%23
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Indeed, Hookahzz was among the first companies to sell vapes that delivered CBD, as the

cannabis extract cannabidiol is known. Now a popular ingredient in products from skin creams to

gummy bears, cannabidiol was at that time little known and illegal in some states.

The partners started other brands that offered CBD capsules and edibles, as well as products for

pets. Part of Thompson’s pitch was that CBD helped treat her dog’s tumors.

By autumn 2017, Thompson and her partner formed another company, Mathco Health

Corporation. Within a few months, Yolo spiked with synthetic marijuana — commonly known as

K2 or spice — began appearing on store shelves around Salt Lake City.

Synthetic marijuana is man-made and can be manufactured for a fraction of the price of CBD,

which is typically extracted from industrial hemp that must be farmed.

Samples tested at Utah labs showed Yolo contained a synthetic marijuana blamed for at least 11

deaths in Europe — and no CBD at all.

Authorities believed that some people sought out Yolo because they wanted to get high, while

others unwittingly ingested a dangerous drug. What authorities didn’t understand was its source.

Investigators with Utah’s State Bureau of Investigation visited vape stores that sold Yolo, but

nobody would talk. The packaging provided no contact information.

By May 2018, the case was cold. But it was not dead.

That summer, a former Mathco bookkeeper who was preparing to file a workplace retaliation

complaint began collecting evidence of what she viewed as bad business practices.

During her research, Tatianna Gustafson saw online pictures showing that Yolo was the main

culprit in the Utah poisonings, according to the complaint she filed against Mathco with

California’s Department of Industrial Relations.

Gustafson wrote that while at Mathco she was concerned about how Yolo was produced, that it
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was excluded from Mathco’s promotional material and that the “labels had no ingredients or

contact listing.”

Justin Davis, another former Mathco employee, told AP that “the profit margins were larger” for

Yolo than other products.

Gustafson’s complaint asserted that Mathco or JK Wholesale, another of the companies that

Thompson and her partner incorporated, mixed and distributed Yolo. Financial records in the

complaint show Thompson’s initials as the main salesperson for Yolo transactions, including with

a company in Utah. The records also show Yolo was sold in at least six other states, including to

an address in South Carolina where a college student said he vaped a cartridge that sent him into

a coma.

The former bookkeeper also tipped the Utah Poison Control Center about who she believed was

behind Yolo, according to her complaint.

Barbara Crouch, the poison center’s executive director, recalled getting a tip in late 2018 and

passing it along to the State Bureau of Investigation. SBI agent Christopher Elsholz talked to the

tipster, who told him she believed the company she had worked for distributed Yolo. Elsholz said

the company was in California and therefore out of his jurisdiction, so he passed the tip to the

U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency.

The DEA offered to help but took no law enforcement action, spokeswoman Mary Brandenberger

said. Spiked CBD is a low priority for an agency dealing with bigger problems such as the opioid

epidemic, which has killed tens of thousands of people.

In the end, it wasn’t the synthetic marijuana compound in Yolo from Utah that caught up with

Thompson. It was another kind of synthetic added to different brands.

By the time of the Utah poisonings, vapes labeled as Black Magic and Black Diamond had

sickened more than 40 people in North Carolina, including high school students and military

service members. Investigators were able to connect Thompson to that outbreak in part based on

a guilty plea from the distributor of the spiked vapes, who said a woman that authorities
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identified as Thompson supplied the liquid that went into them.

Prosecutors also linked her to dealers charged in New York, where she pleaded guilty last month

to conspiracy to distribute synthetic marijuana and a money laundering charge. The only brand

federal prosecutors cited was Yolo.

U.S. Attorney Geoffrey Berman called Thompson a “drug trafficker” who used JK Wholesale to

distribute “massive quantities” of synthetic marijuana as far back as 2014. She faces up to 40

years in prison.

Reached by phone the week before she pleaded guilty, Thompson declined to discuss Yolo and

then hung up. In a subsequent text message, Thompson said not to call her and referred

questions to her lawyer, who did not respond to requests for comment.

While Yolo was Thompson’s project and she was the exclusive salesperson, her business partner

and former roommate was involved in its production, according to the workplace retaliation

complaint.

Thompson’s business partner and former roommate, Katarina Maloney, distanced herself from

Thompson and Yolo during an August interview at Mathco’s headquarters in Carlsbad. Maloney

has not been charged in the federal investigation.

“To tell you the truth, that was my business partner,” Maloney said of Yolo. She said Thompson

was no longer her partner and she didn’t want to discuss it.

In a follow-up email, Maloney asserted the Yolo in Utah “was not purchased from us,” without

elaborating.

“Mathco Health Corporation or any of its subsidiary companies do not engage in the manufacture

or sale of illegal products,” she wrote. “When products leave our facility, they are 100% compliant

with all laws.”

Maloney also said all products are lab tested. She did not respond to requests for Yolo lab results.
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Former FDA chief warns
consumers that all forms of
CBD in food is actually illegal
Jessica Bursztynsky
Published Fri, Aug 9 20199:12 AM EDT
Updated Fri, Aug 9 201910:06 AM EDT

The cannabidiol droplets you may be adding into your
brunch cocktail are not actually legal, former FDA
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb warned on CNBC on Friday.

CBD is a compound found in the cannabis plant that’s
boomed in the retail industry in the past year, with many
touting its supposed stress-relieving benefits despite

https://www.cnbc.com/jessica-bursztynsky/
https://www.cnbc.com/scott-gottlieb/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/25/cbd-goes-mainstream-as-consumers-dabble-with-the-cannabis-compound.html
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limited evidence. Coffee shops, bars and restaurants have
rushed to cash in on adding CBD to foods and beverages.
However, the Food and Drug Administration is looking to put
a stop to that, citing safety concerns.

“You can’t just put it in the food supply,” said Gottlieb, who
left the FDA in April. “Right now, all the CBD is illegal that’s
being put into food or dietary supplements.”

Gottlieb, a resident fellow at the right-leaning American
Enterprise Institute, is also a physician who consults for and
invests in biopharmaceutical companies. He joined Pfizer’s
board of directors earlier this summer.

In Friday’s “Squawk Box” interview, Gottlieb said that when
it comes to the marketplace, products widely vary on
quality, dosing and concentration, so one can never be sure
what they’re getting. “A lot of it does have high
concentrations of THC. When you get CBD online, a lot of
times it has high concentrations of THC.” Short for
tetrahydrocannabinol, THC is the ingredient in marijuana
that gives users a high.

Last year, the FDA said it was looking for ways to legalize
the sale of CBD oil in food and beverages, a move that
would require the agency to outline manufacturing
conditions.

https://www.cnbc.com/fda/
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/?symbol=PFE
https://www.cnbc.com/squawk-box-us/
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/20/fda-considers-legalize-interstate-sales-of--cannabis-based-cbd-in-food-and-drinks.html
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In a commentary in The Washington Post last month,
Gottlieb wrote that the possible solution in weighing public
health concerns and consumer demand could be for the
FDA to “approve the sale of some CBD products
immediately, while effecting a framework for their safe and
proper regulation and a pathway for an enforceable market
for these goods.”

Gottlieb also pointed out that the drug Epidiolex, made by
GW Pharmaceuticals and approved by the FDA in 2018 to
treat seizure disorders, is the only legally available purified
form of CBD.

The CBD confusion lies in that most cannabidiol products
were made legal when President Donald Trump signed the
$867 billion farm bill in December. The new law removed
industrial hemp from the federal government’s list of
controlled substances, making it a legitimate agricultural
commodity. However, the FDA still prohibits firms from
adding CBD to food, drinks and supplements, and from
making therapeutic claims about their products.

With all that said, Gottlieb is not entirely against CBD. “I
think this is going to be an opportunity going forward,” he
said. “But we really need to sort out the regulation.”

— CNBC’s Angelica LaVito contributed to this report.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-cbd-craze-is-getting-out-of-hand-the-fda-needs-to-act/2019/07/30/94c8024c-b211-11e9-8f6c-7828e68cb15f_story.html
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/?symbol=GWPH
https://www.cnbc.com/donald-trump/
https://www.cnbc.com/angelica-lavito/
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FAQ – Industrial Hemp and Cannabidiol (CBD) in 
Food Products 

California Department of Public Health (CDPH), Food and Drug Branch (FDB) has received numerous 
inquiries from food processors and retailers who are interested in using industrial hemp-derived 
cannabidiol (CBD) oil or CBD products in food since the legalization of medicinal and adult-use 
marijuana (cannabis) in California. 

In California, the CDPH Manufactured Cannabis Safety Branch (MCSB) regulates medicinal and adult-
use manufactured cannabis products. However, food products derived from industrial hemp are not 
covered by MCSB regulations. Instead, these products fall under the jurisdiction of CDPH-FDB. 

California defines “food” as follows: 
(a) Any article used or intended for use for food, drink, confection, condiment, or chewing gum 

by man or other animal. 
(b) Any article used or intended for use as a component of any article designated in 

subdivision (a).1 

The definition of food includes pet food, but does not include products containing cannabis (which 
are, instead, cannabis edibles). Meat, dairy, poultry or eggs are regulated by the California 
Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA). 

The federal Agricultural Act of 2014, also known as the Farm Bill, only legalized the growing or 
cultivating of industrial hemp by state departments of agriculture and institutions of higher education 
(as defined in Title 20 of the United States Code section 1001) for purposes of research under a state 
pilot program or other agricultural or academic research. In addition, growing or cultivation is only 
permitted under the Farm Bill if growing or cultivating is allowed under the laws of the State in which 
such state department or institution is located and such research occurs. In California, the cultivation 
of industrial hemp is regulated by the CDFA. 

“Industrial Hemp” is defined as follows: 
“a fiber or oilseed crop, or both, that is limited to types of the plant Cannabis sativa L. having 
no more than three-tenths of 1 percent tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) contained in the dried 
flowering tops, whether growing or not; the seeds of the plant; the resin extracted from any 
part of the plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation 

of the plant, its seeds or resin produced therefrom.”2 

Please refer to the CDFA for further questions about state requirements for cultivation of industrial 
hemp in California in accordance with the California’s Industrial Hemp Law (Division 24 of the Food 
and Agricultural Code). 

California incorporates federal law regarding food additives, dietary use products, food labeling, and 
good manufacturing practices for food. The Controlled Substances Act of 1970 classified all forms of 
cannabis as a Schedule I drug, making it illegal to grow it in the United States.3 Currently, the United 
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States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has concluded that it is a prohibited act to introduce or 
deliver for introduction into interstate commerce any food (including any animal food or feed) to 
which tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) or CBD has been added. This is regardless of the source of the 
CBD – derived from industrial hemp or cannabis. 

Therefore, although California currently allows the manufacturing and sales of cannabis products 
(including edibles), the use of industrial hemp as the source of CBD to be added to food products is 
prohibited. Until the FDA rules that industrial hemp-derived CBD oil and CBD products can be used as 
a food or California makes a determination that they are safe to use for human and animal 
consumption, CBD products are not an approved food, food ingredient, food additive, or dietary 
supplement. 

1 California Health & Safety Code section 109935. 
2 California Food and Agriculture Code section 81000(d) which references California Health and 
Safety Code (HSC) section 11018.5.
3 21 United States Code section 802(16) “The term "marihuana" means all parts of the plant Cannabis
sativa L., whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin extracted from any part of such plant;
and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of such plant, its seeds or
resin. Such term does not include the mature stalks of such plant, fiber produced from such stalks, oil or
cake made from the seeds of such plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of such mature stalks (except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil, or cake, or the
sterilized seed of such plant which is incapable ofgermination.” 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. What forms of Industrial hemp derived products will and will NOT be allowed in food 
in California? 

Will be allowed in food (without any claim for health benefits): 
x Seeds derived from Industrial hemp 
x Industrial hemp seed oil or hemp seed oil derived from industrial hemp 

Will NOT be allowed in food: 
x Any CBD products derived from cannabis 
x Any CBD products including CBD oil derived from industrial hemp 
x Hemp oil that is not derived from industrial hemp seeds 
x Industrial hemp seed oil enhanced with CBD or other cannabinoids 

2. Is hemp seed oil the same as CBD oil? 

Industrial hemp seed oil and hemp-derived CBD oil are two different products. Industrial 
hemp seed oil is derived from the seeds limited to types of the Cannabis sativa L. plant and 
may contain trace amounts of CBD (naturally occurring) and other cannabinoids. Food grade 
Industrial hemp seed oil is available from a variety of approved sources. 
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However, CBD or CBD oil derived from industrial hemp is NOT approved for human and animal 
consumption by the FDA as food and therefore cannot be used as food ingredient, food 
additive, or dietary supplement. 

3. What is the difference between industrial hemp and cannabis (marijuana) derived 
cannabidiol (CBD/CBD oil)? 

x CBD can be derived from both hemp and cannabis. CBD derived from hemp and 
cannabis is a federally-regulated controlled substance. CBD derived from cannabis is 
regulated within California as a cannabis product and may only be sourced from, 
produced, and sold by those with commercial cannabis licenses. CBD derived from 
industrial hemp is not an approved food additive, and therefore it cannot be added 
to human or animal foods in California. 

x CBD derived from cannabis is a prohibited food additive. Cannabis cannot be sold in 
food retail. 

x CBD derived from a licensed cannabis cultivator, per MCSB regulations, is anallowed 
additive in cannabis products only. 

4. Does California consider food products that contain CBD or CBD oil from Industrial hemp 
a cannabis product? 

Although in California, foods containing industrial hemp are not considered cannabis 
products (products that are subject to Proposition 64), CBD is an unapproved food additive 
and NOT allowed for use in human and animal foods per the FDA, and thus it is not approved 
in California. 

5. Can industrial hemp-derived CBD oils be approved as a food ingredient, food additive or 
dietary supplement to be added in food? 

Currently Industrial hemp derived CBD Oil and CBD products are NOT an approved food, food 
ingredient, food additive or dietary supplement and therefore cannot be used in any human 
and animal food. 

6. If CDPH, MCSB regulates and licenses cannabis (marijuana) derived product manufacturers, 
which agency oversees CBD oil produced from industrial hemp? 

There is currently no regulatory agency that provides oversight over the production of CBD oil 
from industrial hemp. However, CDPH-FDB has authority oversight over food additives, 
dietary use products, food labeling, and good manufacturing practices for food. Industrial 
hemp used as a food additive or dietary supplement falls under the authority of CDPH-FDB. 

7. Can industrial hemp derived CBD products be allowed for sale in California if they come from 
other States? For example, if industrial hemp derived CBD oil is manufactured in another 
state and sold to customers in California via distributors and retailers? 
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No, CBD is an unapproved food additive and NOT allowed for use in human and animal foods 
in California regardless of where the CBD products originate. 
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INDUSTRIAL HEMP DERIVED PRODUCTS  

Los Angeles County Department of Public Health • Environmental Health 
5050 Commerce Drive, Baldwin Park, CA 91706 •  (888) 700-9995 
www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/eh 

1. WHO REGULATES THE USE OF INDUSTRIAL HEMP IN FOOD PRODUCTS? 
 
In California, industrial hemp is considered an agricultural crop.  There are various product derived from industrial hemp. 
The California Department of Public Health – Food and Drug Branch (CDPH-FDB) has authority over food additives, dietary use 
products, food labeling, and good manufacturing practices for food.  Industrial hemp used as a food additive or dietary supple-
ment falls under the authority of CDPH-FDB. 
 
The Los Angeles County Department of Public Health-Environmental Health Division (DPH-EH) serves as the local enforcement 
agency for 85 cities within the County of Los Angeles.  DPH-EH is responsible for the enforcement of the California Retail Food 
Code (Cal Code) as well as applicable regulations pertaining to food.  
 
2. WHAT ARE THE INDUSTRIAL HEMP DERIVED PRODUCTS THAT ARE APPROVED AS FOOD? 
 
CDPH-FDB has APPROVED the use of the following industrial hemp derived products as food: 
 

- Seeds derived from industrial hemp 
- Industrial hemp seed oil - extracted ONLY from the seeds of the industrial hemp plant 

 
CDPH-FDB PROHIBITS the following ingredients from being added to food: 
 

- Cannabidiol (CBD) oil derived from industrial hemp 
- CBD products derived from industrial hemp 
- Industrial hemp oil that is not derived from industrial hemp seeds 
- Industrial hemp seed oil that has been enhanced with CBD or other cannabinoids 
- CBD products derived from cannabis 

 
3. WHEN ARE FOOD OPERATORS REQUIRED TO COMPLY?  
 
On July 6, 2018, the CDPH-FDB published new guidelines which clarified the approved use of industrial hemp derived products 
in food. Therefore, food operators are required to discontinue the use of prohibited industrial hemp derived products immedi-
ately.   
 
DPH-EH will provide education and training on the approved use of industrial hemp derived products in food during inspection. 
 
Effective July 1, 2019, prohibited use of industrial hemp derived products in food will be considered adulterated and cited by 
DPH-EH as a violation resulting in a deduction of two (2) points on the official inspection report. 
 
4. HOW DO I KNOW IF THE INDUSTRIAL HEMP DERIVED PRODUCT I USE IS APPROVED? 
 
Operators must carefully review the packaging, nutritional label and list of ingredients of the product. If any of the ingredients 
prohibited by CDPH-FDB, as listed above on #2 is found, the use of the product must be discontinued.     
 
You may also contact the Consultative Services Program to submit information on your product for review.  
 
5. WHERE CAN I FIND MORE INFORMATION? 
 
Refer to FAQ--Industrial Hemp and Cannabidiol (CBD) in Food Products.pdf document from CDPH-FDB for additional infor-
mation. 

You may also contact the DPH-EH Consultative Services Program at 626-430-5320. 

https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CEH/DFDCS/CDPH%2520Document%2520Library/FDB/FoodSafetyProgram/HEMP/Web%2520template%2520for%2520FSS%2520Rounded%2520-%2520Final.pdf
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C i t y  o f  H e r m o s a  B e a c h  
 
 
 
April 16, 2019 
 
 
Subject: Hermosa Beach prohibition on sales of CBD products. 
 
Dear Business Owner, 
 
The purpose of this letter is to inform you of the City’s position on CBD (Cannabidiol) 
and ask that you refrain from selling and offering CBD products at any location in 
Hermosa Beach. We realize that these products are emerging in retail and personal 
service industries for their therapeutic and wellness benefits.  There are two types of 
CBD products (cannabis- based and hemp-based), neither of which are legal to sell in 
Hermosa Beach.  
 
Cannabis -based CBD is regulated by state law and requires a state cannabis license to be 
sold.  Since the City expressly prohibits all commercial cannabis activity for which a 
state license is required (HBMC Section 17.42.110), cannabis-based CBD products 
cannot be sold in Hermosa.  
 
The state and city definition of “cannabis” excludes industrial hemp from the definition 
of cannabis. Nevertheless, hemp-based CBD products are also not legal to sell based on 
Federal Drug Administration and California Department of Public Health rules. In short, 
these agencies’ have determined that CBD food products  (human and pet food) are 
illegal, and CBD topicals marketed as having therapeutic value are unapproved new 
drugs.  Thus, these products are also not permitted for sale in Hermosa Beach.  
 
The City understands that the law surrounding hemp is slowly evolving.  While 
regulations have recently been adopted at the state and federal level related to the 
cultivation of hemp as permissible agriculture, those changes have not trickled down to 
the federal and state agencies regulating food, drugs and public health.  
 
Therefore, if you are currently selling or considering the sale or offering of hemp-based 
CBD products, please discontinue or refrain from this practice until the Federal Drug 
Administration and California Department of Public Health authorize the sale of edible 
and topical CBD products. Also, be advised that Cannabis -based CBD products will 
remain prohibited so long as the City retains its prohibition on all commercial cannabis 
products.  
 
As a small, business-friendly beach community, we look forward to your voluntary 
compliance with this request. 
 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions and concerns.  

 

 
 

Civic Center, 1315 Valley Drive, Hermosa Beach, California 90254-3884  
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Sincerely, 
 
Bob Rollins 
Building/Code Enforcement Official 
City of Hermosa Beach, CA 
(310) 318-0219 
 
CC: Suja Lowenthal, City Manager; Milton McKinnon, Acting Chief of Police; Ken 
Robertson, Community Development Director, City Attorney   
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Date: 7/19/19 
 
To: Senator Antony J. Portantino (Chair) 
      Senator Patricia C. Bates (Vice Chair) 
      Senator Steven Bradford 
      Senator Maria Elena Durazo 
      Senator Jerry Hill 
      Senator Brian W. Jones 
      Senator Bob Wieckowski 
 
 
AB 228 - (Aguilar-Curry) Food, beverage, and cosmetic adulterants: industrial hemp products.  
Notice of Opposition  
 
The following organizations and businesses respectfully oppose AB 228 (Aguilar-Curry) unless amended to require that hemp 
derived products are tested at parity with cannabis products under the MAUCRSA. 
 
While we support the bill’s intent in making hemp-derived products available to consumers in the form of food, beverage, or 
cosmetics, we are concerned that the bill as written presents a public health threat. Under AB 228, hemp-derived products for 
human and animal consumption, such as hemp-derived CBD products, are not held to clear or rigorous testing 
standards. Although AB 228 currently requires that hemp products must be tested for “contaminants,” this falls well short of 
testing standards for cannabis products under the MAUCRSA, which require each cannabis batch to be tested for pesticides, 
heavy metals, residual solvents, microbiological impurities, and mycotoxins. These impurities are equally harmful to human 
health regardless of whether they are included in a THC/CBD cannabis product, or a CBD hemp product. AB 228 is seeking to 
allow hemp sourced CBD into the California consumer market without clearly defined safety testing requirements, and in doing 
so, we believe creates a significant threat to public health. 
 
AB 228 inadequately asks for the Health and Safety Code to require the following testing of hemp sourced CBD products.  

 
“ 11920.1.  A raw hemp product shall not be distributed or sold in this state without a certificate of analysis from an 
independent testing laboratory that confirms all of the following: 

(a) The raw hemp product is the product of a batch of industrial hemp that was tested by the independent testing                    
laboratory. 
(b) A tested random sample of the batch of industrial hemp contained a total delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol concentration               
that did not exceed 0.3 percent on a dry-weight basis. 
(c) The tested sample of the batch did not contain contaminants that are unsafe for human consumption.” 

 
Defining testing simply as “did not contain contaminants that are unsafe for human consumption” allows for too large of a 
window for interpretation of standards. 
 
Hemp policy is a new and rapidly developing area and is even further complicated by its relationship to cannabis policy. 
However, the arguments for ensuring that consumers and patients are protected under the MAUCRSA do not change when 
looking at the use and commercial production of CBD products. We strongly believe ensuring that the consumer is protected 
should remain a high priority when developing policy for products above or below .3% THC. 
  
CANNABIS SOURCED CBD VS NON-CANNABIS SOURCED CBD, TESTING REQUIREMENTS 
THC and CBD are two of the most notable cannabinoids found in both cannabis and hemp plants. To protect public health, 
California requires all legal cannabis sourced products (including cannabis sourced CBD) to undergo extensive testing procedures 
prior to being released for sale. Below are some of the testing requirements of cannabis products. By comparison, AB 228 as 
amended does not clearly define testing requirements of hemp-based CBD products.  
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STATE REQUIRED TESTING 

 

 
Cannabis 
Sourced CBD 

Non-Cannabis 
Sourced CBD 
(Hemp CBD) 

Cannabiniod Testing:  
Verifying the amount of cananbinoids such as THC, CBD, and others. 

Yes  No, not defined 

Foreign Materials Testing:  Inspection for Sand, Soil, Insect Fragments, Hair, Mammalian 
Excreta 

Yes  No, not defined 

Heavy Metals Testing:  
Cadmium, Lead, Arsenic, Mercury 

Yes  No, not defined 

Microbial Impurities Testing: Shiga toxin–producing Escherichia coli, Salmonella, Pathogenic 
Aspergillus species A. fumigatus, A. flavus, A. niger, and A.terreus 

Yes  No, not defined 

Mycotoxin Testing: 
 aflatoxin B1, B2, G1, G2, Ochratoxin A 

Yes  No, not defined 

Residual Pesticides Testing -  
      Category 1 Residual Pesticide  
           Alicarb, Carbofuran, Chlordane, Chlorfenapyr, Chlorpyrifos, Coumaphos, Daminozide, 
DDVP (Dichlorvos), Dimethoate, Ethoprop(hos), Etofenprox, Fenoxycarb, Fipronil, Imazalil, 
Methiocarb, Methyl parathion, Mevinphos, Paclobutrazol, Propoxur, Spiroxamine, Thiaclopri

 
     Category II Residual Pesticide 

Malathion, Metalaxyl, Methomyl, Myclobutanil, Naled, 
Oxamyl,Pentachloronitrobenzene, Permethrin, Phosmet, Piperonylbutoxide, Prallethrin, 
Propiconazole, Pyrethrins, Pyridaben, Spinetoram, Spinosad, Spiromesifen, Spirotetramat, 
Tebuconazole, Thiamethoxam, Trifloxystrobin 

Yes  No, not defined 

Residual Solvents and Processing Chemicals Testing 
     Category I Residual Solvent or Processing Chemical  

1,2-Dichloroethane, Benzene, Chloroform, Ethylene oxide, Methylene chloride, 
Trichloroethylene 
     Category II Residual Solvent or Processing Chemical 

Acetone, Acetonitrile, Butane, Ethanol, Ethyl acetate Ethyl ether, 
Heptane, Hexane, Isopropyl alcohol Methanol, Pentane, Propane, Toluene Total 

xylenes (ortho-, meta-, para-) 

Yes  No, not defined 

 
“RAW HEMP” AS A TERM REQUIRES CLARIFICATION 
The proposed language specifies testing is required for the raw material to be added to the final product. This is problematic for 
several reasons: (1) The flowering head of the hemp plant can easily be diluted with the stems and the leaves to dilute field 
testing potency. (2) Hemp plants become far more concentrated once extracted for product formulation. The language also 
requires testing on a “dry weight” basis. Again, “dry weight” implies that the raw plant material is being extracted, NOT The final 
extracted form. The final extract is also where contamination often occurs. Given that the VAST majority of hemp production is 
for CBD (rather than fiber), testing should also only include the heads and leaves for extracts intended for human consumption 
to properly measure cannabinoid content.  

 
LACK OF RANDOM SAMPLING 
The language must require independent, random sampling for testing. The bill’s amendments should require that lab personnel 
must visit the site of the manufacturer and perform random sampling of a product batch to avoid manufacturer testing 
diversion. This is done in cannabis testing through a series of very strict protocols and have proven to be an effective way to 
control product quality and safety.  

 
Batch testing should be at minimum equivalent to state regulations for cannabis source CBD products found in sections 507 
Harvest Batch Sampling and 5708 Cannabis Product Batch and Pre-Roll Sampling of the Bureau of Cannabis Control Regulations .  
 
FINAL PRODUCT TESTING  
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Hemp sourced CBD products should also be required to be tested in final form similar to cannabis-based CBD products. If testing 
is only required in the initial extraction form, there will be no guarantee that additional additives and/or product packaging do 
not leach into these products making them unsafe for consumption. 
 
The final product must be tested. As we are seeing in the cannabis industry, there is a vast amount of contamination that occurs 
during the extraction process. Flower and plants may have low levels of pesticides, heavy metals and contaminants. Once oils 
and resins are extracted and concentrated, these levels are magnified by as much as tenfold. Additionally, volatile solvents are 
often used in extraction processes. These include known carcinogens include butane, propane, hexane, and solvents that are 
used but not permitted including 1,2 dichloro-ethane, benzene, chloroform, ethylene oxide, methylene chloride, 
trichloroethylene. Common heavy metals in cannabis and certainly high CBD strains (which have a chemo typical structure for 
bioremediation) include arsenic, lead, cadmium and mercury. The only way to determine if these compounds have made it into 
final products is to test products in their final state. Additionally, final product testing is the only way to assure that 
manufactured products meet potency limitations as set forth under law. 
 
DOES NOT ADDRESS RECALL AND DIVERSION OF FAILED PRODUCT  
AB 228 does not outline a process for regulating products that fail lab testing to prevent diversion into another state or market. 
The current legislation sets no guidelines for product that has failed lab testing and has no regulatory body to even monitor that 
any testing at all is occurring. Without the ability to monitor or enforce many of these provisions, AB 228 as written poses a 
serious public health threat.  
 
TESTING RESULTS 
C annaSafe, a California licensed cannabis testing laboratory, recently shared the testing results of multiple hemp-sourced 
cannabis products found in various consumable products currently on shelves. Business Insider reported the testing results in a 
recent article  A California company tested 20 popular CBD products and found ‘insanely high levels’ of dangerous chemicals and 
misleading labels . Not only were the products testing at high levels of dangerous chemicals, they also overwhelmingly mislead 
the public by listing incorrect measurements of CBD within the product, typically lower if any at all. The results suggest these 
hemp sourced CBD products to be nothing more than toxic and expensive snake oil products.  
 
We respectively ask that testing become mandatory for all hemp-based products, including those imported from other states 
and countries for human and animal consumption into California, at the same standards as outlined under MAUCRSA, 
regardless of whether it enters the commercial cannabis supply chain or not. 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

 
Angeles Emeralds Debbie Churgai Jerred Kiloh 
Jonatan Cvetko Interim Director President 
Executive Director Americans For Safe Access United Cannabis Business Association 
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Christian Horvath, President 
South Bay Cities Council of Governments 
Carson, El Segundo, Gardena, Hawthorne, Hermosa Beach, Inglewood, Lawndale, Lomita, Manhattan Beach, Palos Verdes 
Estates, Rancho Palos Verdes, Redondo Beach, Rolling Hills, Rolling Hills Estates, Torrance, Los Angeles District #15, Los 
Angeles County 
 

 

 

 
Tai Sunnanon  
Executive Director  
ica@icacities.org 
Alhambra, Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, Beverly Hills, Burbank, Claremont, Compton, Covina, Culver City, Downey, El Monte,  
El Segundo, Gardena, Glendale, Glendora, Hawaiian Gardens, Hawthorne, Huntington Park, Inglewood, Irwindale, La Habra, 
Lancaster, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Lynwood, Manhattan Beach, Maywood, Monrovia, Montebello, Monterey Park, Pico 
Rivera, Pomona, Redondo Beach, San Fernando, San Gabriel, Santa Monica, South Gate 
 
 
 

 

 
CannaSafe Alexander Hall, President 
Antonio Frazier On behalf of the Central San Pedro Neighborhood Council  
VP of Operations 
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Bridget May Monica Gray Barket Charlotte Burger Troy 
Founder and CEO COO CEO 
Green Bee Botanicals Nice Guys Delivery OARA 
 

  
Green Bee Botanicals 

 

 
Paradigm Cannabis Cosmic View Adam Hijazi 
Karyn Wagner Nicole Skibola President 

Owner/Founder Long Beach Collective Association 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
John Delaplane 
President 
San Francisco Cannabis Retailers Alliance 
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CC: Mark McKenzie (Staff Director) 
        
       Consultants 
       Ashley Ames 
       Debra Cooper 
       Lenin Del Castillo 
       Robert Ingenito 
       Samantha Lui 
       Shaun Naidu 
       
       Assistants 
      Jennifer Douglas 
      Itzel Vargas 
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Why Barneysʼ high-end head shop
may be the future of cannabis-
related retail
The new high-end head-shop concept that opened inside Barneys New

York s̓ Beverly Hills flagship last month is about more than $950 blown-

glass bongs, $1,575 herb grinders and a concierge to help you order THC-

containing vaporizer pens and pastilles for home delivery. It s̓ a high-profile

harbinger of where cannabis-related retail — and most likely the luxury

department store space — is headed in the era of legal marijuana.

The 300-square-foot space that opened March 21 on the fifth floor of the

department store at 9570 Wilshire Blvd. — it s̓ dubbed the High End — is

elegantly appointed and stocked with a range of upscale smoking

accessories such as hand-crafted stash jars from Siemon & Salazar;

imported French rolling papers by Devambez (a gift set, complete with

matchbooks, rolling tray and vermeil joint-packing tamper, will set you back

a cool $8,850); functional jewelry (necklaces from Good Art Hlywd that

double as vape-pen lanyards and a lip-shaped Carole Shashona ring that

converts into a stylish joint holder); hemp-derived CBD beauty and wellness

products; and an assortment of vintage Hermès and Gucci ashtrays.

Most notably, it also features an on-site representative from Beboe, the Los

Angeles-based luxury-level cannabis brand and partner on the project. That

person will explain the company s̓ products to the canna-curious and help

him or her place an order for home delivery. (And no, you canʼt use your

Barneys credit card — we made sure to ask — because the orders are

actually placed through a third-party delivery service called Emjay, which

launched in L.A. with the Barneys/Beboe partnership.)

https://www.latimes.com/health/la-he-barneys-cannabis-high-end-20190325-story.html
https://www.siemonandsalazar.com/
https://devambez.com/
https://www.goodart.com/
https://www.beboe.com/
https://heyemjay.com/
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At left, a display of Beboe cannabis products at the High End at Barneys New York in Beverly
Hills. At right, Beboe co-founders Scott Campbell (left) and Clement Kwan (right) with
Barneys creative director Matthew Mazzucca at the grand-opening celebration in the
Hollywood Hills.

(Barneys New York, left, Billy Farrell / BFA.com)

Retail focused on the discerning dope-dabbler demographic has been part

of the Southern California landscape for a while. Mister Green — an East

Hollywood boutique where $319 vintage Tiffany Elsa Peretti lighters, $95

crystal-shaped ceramic pipes and $149 bottles of Hippie … fragrance sit

cheek by jowl with coffee mugs and Nalgene water bottles emblazoned with

the words “bong water” — opened two years ago this month. Then there s̓

Higher Standards, an elevated take on the traditional head shop that

opened in New York s̓ Chelsea Market in late 2017 and recently opened its

third in-dispensary pop-up shop in the Los Angeles area, offering a tightly

edited mix of smoking accessories and gifts ($379 USB-powered dab rigs,

$128 joint-rolling machines and $98 Jonathan Adler jars labeled “ganja”

among them).

Catering to the well-heeled, deep-pocketed, luxury-loving cannabis

consumer at the major department-store level in California and elsewhere is

https://www.green-mister.com/
file:///C:/Users/Adam/Desktop/an%2520elevated%2520take%2520on%2520the%2520traditional%2520head%2520shop%2520that%2520opened%2520a%2520Chelsea%2520Market%2520flagship%2520in%2520New%2520York%2520late%2520last%2520year,
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novel — and symbolically important.

Non-medical cannabis use has been legal here since the November 2016

passage of Proposition 64 (it remains illegal under federal law), and a

January forecast by New Frontier Data projects that total statewide

cannabis sales — estimated at $2.5 billion in 2018 — will nearly double (to

$4.9 billion) by 2025.

That means high-profile efforts like Barneysʼ are likely to cause a retail and

cultural ripple effect. After all, that s̓ essentially what happened in with

dispensaries. When MedMen made them a brightly lit, inviting sea of blond

wood more like Starbucks than the dicey dope dens of old, it was front-

page news. And today, that look is more the norm than the exception.

To that end, the postage-stamp-sized spot on the top floor of Barneys is an

elegantly appointed space that takes inspiration from the work of Richard

Neutra and Paul Fortune, with a warm olive green and autumn-leaf brown

color palette with marble accents, custom-crafted display cases and

meticulously placed merchandise. At first glance the space could easily be

mistaken for a shoe salon, but for the row of smoke-gray blown-glass Caleb

Siemon bongs standing at attention along the top shelf.

On a pre-opening tour of the space, Barneysʼ New York-based creative

director Matthew Mazzucca explained that the seed of the idea was planted

last year when he was spending a lot of time in Los Angeles. (Recreational

cannabis is currently illegal in New York.)

“I noticed that many of my friends, whether they personally engaged in

cannabis or not, were starting to curate their homes” to be cannabis-

friendly, he said. “This one super-chic woman I know — her house has this

beautiful Paul Fortune kind of interior, and on her table was a tray with an

Hermès ashtray, three jars of weed, two pipes and all that stuff. I said, ‘You

donʼt even smoke pot.̓  And she said, ‘But I always have guests that do,̓  and

that was sort of the trigger for me. I really wanted to address this cultural

https://newfrontierdata.com/
https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-fancy-pot-shops-20161230-story.html
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shift that s̓ happening.”

Higher Standards, which opened its Chelsea Market flagship in New York in late 2017, is
among the retail concepts catering to the high-end cannabis consumer.

(Kevin Tydlaska-Dziedzic / Higher Standards)

RELATED: Cannabis, fashion brand cross-pollination turns over a new
leaf »

Scott Campbell, celebrity tattoo artist and co-founder of Beboe (which he

launched in 2017 with fashion industry veteran Clement Kwan), described

the dedicated space at Barneys as a “coming-out party for cannabis.”

“I grew up in Texas and Louisiana, where possession of the smallest amount

of marijuana is a felony offense, and I remember getting pulled over by a

cop in Texas one time and basically having to eat all the roaches out of the

ashtray before the cop got to my window,” he said. “So, to go from that to

having this beautiful installation in a top-tier retail experience makes me

excited to just be a part of that movement.”

Campbell thinks the High End is as big a game-changer for luxury

https://www.latimes.com/fashion/la-ig-sundae-school-fashion-brand-launches-cannabis-20190405-story.html
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department stores as it is for cannabis culture. “It s̓ basically announcing

that luxury retail culture can participate in cannabis culture and vice versa,”

he said. “It signifies that cannabis doesnʼt have to hide under the rug

anymore and that retail can participate in this culture that s̓ been there all

along but just couldnʼt outwardly acknowledge. … This is definitely just the

door cracking open. It opens up so many possibilities of where it could go

from here.”

Although Mazzucca was bullish on expanding the High End to additional

Barneys locations — that was even before the Beverly Hills space was up

and running — the bigger question is whether or when other major

department stores might enter the arena, especially given that current

legalization efforts in New York and Rhode Island may add to the number of

U.S. states (currently 10) where adult-use recreational cannabis is legal.

Representatives for Canadian retail group Hudson s̓ Bay Co., which owns

Saks Fifth Avenue and Lord & Taylor, declined to comment, and a

representative for Nordstrom said cannabis-related accessories were not

currently a focus for the Seattle-based retailer. Also, a representative for

Neiman Marcus told The Times that the Dallas-headquartered retailer didnʼt

currently have any plans to expand from CBD beauty and wellness products

into smoking accessories, jewelry, trays or the like.
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Exclusive products at the High End include, clockwise from left, Caleb Seimons bongs, Jan
Leslie pipes, limited-edition Barton Perreira sunnies and a Carole Shashona "hot lips" ring
that can be used as a joint holder.

(Barneys New York)

According to Sasha Kadey, co-founder and creative director of the not-

dissimilar Higher Standards retail concept, which late last month opened its

second standalone store (this one in Atlanta) and has plans to open three

more doors before year s̓ end, those no comments from major luxury

retailers arenʼt necessarily indicative of no interest.

“Without divulging the names of the retailers — some of which you may

have just mentioned — we have had people reach out to us over the last six

months,” Kadey said. “They generally do a good job of monitoring the

landscape and seeing what the trends are, and weʼre right there in New

York[ s̓ Chelsea Market]. So naturally weʼve had a number of folks from

those companies — their innovation teams — handing me their business

cards and saying they may be interested in doing something.”

Although other major department storesʼ embrace of upscale cannabis

culture may be as cloudy and unformed as a plume of freshly exhaled
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smoke, the upside for Barneysʼ cannabis-brand partner Beboe has been

immediately apparent — and absolutely crystal clear.

“The orders have been great,” Campbell said. “I donʼt have the actual

numbers, but our sales team told us that [the first] weekend at Barneys we

moved more products through that space than any dispensary we work with

California-wide. Basically it s̓ our bestselling dispensary — and it s̓ not a

dispensary.”

adam.tschorn@latimes.com

For more musings on all things fashion and style, follow me at
@ARTschorn

mailto:adam.tschorn@latimes.com
https://twitter.com/artschorn
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Regalized Cannabis: With Luxury
Marijuana Products Aimed At
Women, Beboe Is Riding High In The
New Green Economy
Zack O'Malley Greenburg

On the fifth floor of Barneys in Beverly Hills, past the racks of plaid $390
Burberry slides and spiky $1,995 Christian Louboutin sneakers, sits a tiny
store-within-a-store called the High End. It might just be the fanciest head
shop in the world.

Visitors are greeted by an array of marijuana products displayed on a
marble-dust-and-quartz-crystal slab, all made by Beboe, a luxury cannabis
brand launched two years ago. There s̓ a box of seven prerolled joints for
$60, a $25 tin of sativa pastilles and a special edition black-and-silver
Barneys vape pen loaded with 120 puffsʼ worth of THC—for the high, high
price of $60. Donʼt want to get stoned? There are also CBD-infused serum
bottles and face masks.

“All our products are for a dinner party or cocktail party—and then how you
recover from it,” says Clement Kwan, the former Dolce & Gabbana executive
who founded Beboe alongside Los Angeles tattoo artist Scott Campbell,
whose intricate line drawings adorn their products. “We took that creativity
and sent it out into the world, because ultimately this is like a Trojan Horse .
. . people who shop at Barneys are like, ‘I havenʼt smoked weed in a long
time, but tell me more about this.̓  ”

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackomalleygreenburg/
https://www.beboe.com/
https://www.beboe.com/about/
https://www.beboe.com/about/
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As cannabis becomes legal across America—11 states have adopted laws
allowing for recreational use, while 22 others permit only medical marijuana
—it s̓ finally becoming the sprawling business its proponents have long
envisioned. Last year the legal marijuana industry generated more than $10
billion in sales—and about 250,000 jobs—with some studies suggesting it
could reach $26 billion in the next six years.

And that s̓ where Beboe is perfectly positioned. At its High End boutique, for
instance, a concierge takes your order and a delivery service drops it off
anywhere in Los Angeles County. (The law still prohibits customers from
walking out with a purchase.) Beboe also sells its wares in stores ranging
from the popular MedMen dispensaries to Neiman Marcus.

As Beboe has grown, bigger players in the industry have taken note—
particularly Green Thumb Industries, a publicly traded cannabis company
with a $2 billion market cap. This year, GTI bought Beboe in an all-stock
deal that closed in February. Terms were not disclosed, but industry insiders
place the sale price at around $80 million, with annual revenues in the low
millions; Beboe products are now available in 125 stores in California and
Colorado, but with GTI s̓ muscle, the brand will expand into other states this
year. 

“The way to win is to own the booze and not the bar,” says GTI founder and
CEO Ben Kovler. “Beboe is an example of one of those branded, consumer
packaged goods that develops an authentic, honest relation with the
consumer.”

https://medmen.com/
https://www.gtigrows.com/
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DANDY CANDY: Beboe's pastilles contain only

5mg of THC and 3mg of CBD, which is not

psychoactive and blocks some of the high.

Beboe s̓ founders have also seen more than
just the luxurious side of the cannabis green
rush. Campbell, who is married to the actress
Lake Bell, got his start at a tattoo parlor that
sold drugs in the back, eventually working his
way up to inking the likes of Robert Downey
Jr. and Jennifer Aniston. Meanwhile, Kwan,
42, put himself through the University of
California, Berkeley, by growing—and
peddling—pot before pivoting to a fashion

career at Diesel and Net-a-Porter.

Campbell and Kwan met on an airplane in 2014 and discussed starting a
cannabis farm. But they quickly realized that the path to profit—like in
fashion—was about the brand. They named their startup after Campbell s̓
maternal grandmother, Bernice Boe, who baked pot brownies to ease his
mother s̓ pain as she fought cancer throughout his childhood. The duo
raised $1.7 million from friends and family, but when they launched their
products in 2017—with an aesthetic that calls to mind Hermès bags more
than dime bags—dispensary operators didnʼt get it.
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Low High: Beboe's products feature lower THC at premium prices.

Beboe

“‘I know this is crazy, but there are actually people who arenʼt trying to be
stoned all day long,̓” the 42-year-old Campbell remembers explaining. “It
was an uphill battle at first, convincing people that less THC was actually
more desirable to some consumers.”

“The way to win is to own the booze and not the bar. Beboe is an
example of one of those consumer packaged goods that develops
an authentic, honest relation with the consumer.”

Campbell and Kwan responded by giving skeptics free samples. Inevitably,
theyʼd come back for more, with a common refrain: “My wife loves that
stuff.” Beboe had established a rarified, Goop-esque customer base—about
70% to 75% female. The senior team at Beboe is also composed of women
(including CFO Carol Koh Evans, a Microsoft alumna), which helps the
company better understand its female customer. “They have discerning
taste and are health-conscious,” says marketing vice president Kiana
Anvaripour, “and they want a beautifully designed product.”
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To be sure, luxury green isnʼt guaranteed to turn into gold: The specter of
federal intervention still looms—especially under the current administration.
But Campbell and Kwan donʼt expect the industry to go to pot. By receiving
equity in GTI, they have an incentive to keep doing what they do best as
cannabis becomes both legal and more socially acceptable. “What s̓
exciting about deregulation of weed is not making it easier for stoners to get
stoned,” Campbell says, “but bringing new people to it.”

Reach Zack O'Malley Greenburg at zgreenburg@forbes.com.

Top image by Robert Gallagher for Forbes.
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